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Malayalam Newsuppum mulakum bhavani ammaVideoഎ ാംവാര് വീഡിേയാേഫാേ ാസ് Nisha Sarangh. The Malayalam film industry has experienced turbulence over the past week after the guild starring AMMA and WCC got into a headlock after Dileep's re-indigence in the former's latest body meeting.
Playing on that heels, the film and serial industries received a shock when state-winning actress Nisha Sarangh, popular as Neelu from neelu's highly rated sitcom Uppum Mulakum of Flower TV, was accused of harassment at the hands of R. Unnikrishnan, the film's director on the set. Nisha also claimed
that the director excluded her from the series without citing any reason. Explaining the incident in a telephone interview, Nisha said, This began a long time ago. He didn't behave well in the first place. It is the worst behavior that women can expect from certain men. I've clarified my view that I really don't
like his behavior, but he continues to pester me. So when his progress was rejected, he got upset and started calling me from grimy. It's too much of an insult. She then complained to R. Sreekandan Nair, the head of Flowers TV. As a result, the director was warned. However, his feud grew and he
continued to abuse me, she said. Đội Uppum Mulakum. She alleges that harassment is not limited to photo schools alone. He often sends her inappropriate messages over the phone, but she always refuses to answer. This makes him more angry and the abuse continues. Everyone on set knows about
his behavior. He always insulted me and many times, I broke down during filming. Artists like Biju Sopanam warned him repeatedly about his behavior, but he never noticed it. He uses indecent language with each artiste. I've never seen such a person disrespect others. Every day he came to the studio
in a drunken state, she added. She also said that this is not the first time an actress has faced her rage. An actress who has worked with him before has similar experience. Six months ago, his attitude towards me changed slightly after one of the artists complained about him to the head of the channel.
He did not expect it and again he was warned. He was afraid that I would do the same thing, she alleges. Things got worse when Nisha went to Qatar and the United States, where she represented the Uppum Mulakum team, was honored there. She said, He's really annoyed by the fame I've received
there. Since I have rejected his progress, he has always nurtured frustrating emotions. Last month, I flew to the United States to receive the NAFA Award with the permission of the channel head and director. But I came back, he told everyone on the set that I was going without his permission; I was
banished from the series. Acting is my job. source of my income. I forgive all this insult to my family, to my daughter's wedding and finally, I am treated like this. At one stage, he even used my personal life to confront me, trying to portray me in a bad light, she claimed. Nisha would love to be back in the
sitcom, having completed more than 650 episodes, but has made her clear that the director should be removed. She won't be acting in the series again if the channel decides against her take. She has received tremendous support from the film and serial industries, including the Women in Cinema
Collective (WCC). I have informed AMMA and the Television Artists Association (ATMA) about this issue and they have extended full support, she added. Flowers TV issued a statement on Sunday night saying the matter is being taken seriously and Nisha will continue to be part of the sitcom. Well, I even
heard it. But my edily unchanged and they say the director will be changed. I believe the words will be put into action. I would join the studio after two days and then could only confirm whether he had been removed, Nisha concluded. When asked about the issue, director Unnikrishnan replied that he did
not want to comment now and said the channel's head Sreekandan Nair would respond. However, Nair could not be reached for comment. WCC supports Nisha Sarang in a Facebook post and said the collective is working to establish an interdisciplinary complaints committee to legally handle women's
complaints in the film industry. We're with this actress, too. Our struggle is for every actor who has been attacked, to bring a work space where no one is abused. Police are responsible for taking Suo Motu's actions by registering a case following the actress' allegations. Both the elected representative
and the organization she represents, and we also have a responsibility to question the inequality. We will stand by every woman under attack, part of the post reads. ... Uppum Mulakum of Neelu aka Nisha Sarangh is one of Malayalam TV's most adorable moms. Recently, the actress shared a note on
her social media account to congratulate her real-life daughter, which proves she is also an off-screen super mom. Nisha Sarangh shared a photo from her daughter Revitha's graduation day and appreciated the young girl for giving her a 'proud moment'. Proud moment. Congratulations to my daughter!
Don't stop here you need to go a long way. Continue to prove you can achieve the impossible. Let's make us proud, Nisha's article writes. Here's the article: Interestingly, revitha's daughter she also shared a heart-touched no thank you to her 'amazing mom'. Thank you for being such a wonderful mother
and always making things easier for me. Thanks for doing everything possible to always make me me yours. I AM VERY LUCKY TO HAVE SUCH A WONDERFUL MOTHER IN MY LIFE. Your unconditional love and care means something to me, loves you so much Amma, the post writes. Along with the
note, Revitha also shared some photos with Nisha from graduation day. Nisha Sarangh became a familiar name for the character Neelu, also known as Neelima in the popular sitcom 'Uppum Mulakum'. She is highly valued for her practical acting and is often adored for her on-screen chemistry with her
film family. In another shocking incident, a 61-year-old Malayalam actress filed a rape complaint against a 37-year-old man named Siya. The actress, known for her role in a comic tv show, filed a complaint with Kerala Police allegedly be friends with her over the phone and also seduced her by giving her
a smartphone. He also began threatening and repeatedly sexually exploiting her several times. The actress revealed that Siya raped her in a hotel room in Thottapally and then exploited her after he visited her home in Kayamkulam. She also alleges that the man made the video using his smartphone and
sent it to her husband, neighbors and close family members. Police have now filed an FIR in Kayamkulam and they have begun an investigation. Investigators have revealed that the man is currently working abroad. Kayamkulam DySP R Binu said the actress had filed a complaint against Siya, who went
abroad 12 days ago. The complaint said Siya, a friend of one of the serial crew, had sex with the actress at the filming location of a serial. According to the complaint, the actress has been accused of rape in many places, including in Thottapally and her home in Kayamkulam. He also recorded the image
on his phone and forwarded the video to his friends, husband and relatives via WhatsApp after he went abroad. We received a complaint on Thursday evening and a case was registered based on the complaint, the DySP said. According to IB Times The intimate videos of both somehow leaked and went
viral in messenger apps like Whatsapp a few days ago. When the woman's complaint was investigated now, many who watched the video claimed that the actress was seen enjoying her private moment with the non-confrontational man. Some also said that the man did not coerce her in the video. Check
out screenshots shared by IB times - Now social media users ask police to investigate the actress in the first place. They say men are vulnerable to accusations in such cases without proper investigation. Leaked intimate video clearly shows them having sex with mutual consent who want authorities to
arrest the man for leaking the video not for raping her. mulakum uppum was really spicy week.#bhavaniamma #sexcapade #malayalamactress #malayalamactress pic.twitter.com/coJpcC3Ctc - Kasturi Shankar (@KasthuriShankar) April 12, 2019 They also want the Police to take action against the actress
for filing a false complaint. Nisha Sarang Uppum Mulakum Serial Unseen Location Photos Uppum Mulakum is an Indian Malayalam sitcom directed by R. Unnikrishnan. The show premiered on December 14, 2015 and aired from 8:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Monday through Friday on Flowers TV[1] The film
depicts events in the life of Balachandran Thambi, his wife Neelima and their four children. The film starred Biju Sopanam, Nisha Sarangh, Rishi S Kumar, Juhi Rustagi, Al Sabith and Shivani Menon in the lead roles. [2] The July 7, 2018, incident, in an interview with TV Reporter (Nisha Sarang) stated that
the show's director, R.Unnikrishnan, had mentally tortured her over the past few years. [3] She also stated that she would no longer play the character of Neelima if the show was directed by defendant R.Unnikrishnan[4][5][6][7][8] Plot summary The sitcom revolves around the family of Balachandran
thambi (Balu), his wife Neelima, their five children Vishnu, Lakshmi, Keshav, Shivani Parvathy, the couple's edus daughter in the previous episode are eliminated from the show now. They are occasionally visited by Balu Surendran's brother, parents, cousin Rema and shankaran father, parents of
Neelima Kuttan Pillai and Bhavani Amma, cousin Makhi, neighbors of the Bhasi, Shukoor, Nawas, Chandran auto drivers and a family from Madurai - Kanakam and Chokkalingam. Chokkalingam.
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